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INTRODUCTION 
 

I have always said that creativity saved me. I became even more 
convinced after I experienced a trauma when my fiancé died three months before 
our wedding. To heal, I had to re-create my life and use the creative process to 
heal both from the trauma and from my grief. Fortunately, both creative thinking 
and action were already such an integral component of my life that I instinctively 
used both.  

After I completed my new memoir, Painting Life: My Creative Journey 
Through Trauma, I was able to more clearly define how creativity worked for me. 
I realized that there are two general components, which I call the “Five I’s” of the 
creative process and the “Five C's” of creative energy. 

 In this paper I graphically describe how the 5 C’s of creative energy 
interacts, supports and intensifies the overall creative process. I have also 
included some examples and exercises for activating this process.  

It is my hope that this whitepaper, along with my memoir, inspires you to 
move more toward a creative life, self-awareness and healing – toward becoming 
your own creative visionary.  

  
Carol K. Walsh:  www.ckwalsh.com 
  

 

 

http://www.ckwalsh.com/
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THE CREATIVE PROCESS AND THE 
CREATIVE ENERGY PROCESS -- EACH 

FORM A SPIRAL 

 
MOVING TOWARD CREATIVE THINKING AND ACTION      
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USING THE FIVE SOURCES OF CREATIVE ENERGY 

  

To act and think creatively, we need energy. I divide the 
progression of creative energy into 5- C’s: Curiosity, Courage, 
Consistency, Commitment, and Completion. Each of these sources of 
energy helps propel us forward toward our ultimate vision.  
 
 Curiosity is opening your mind and heart to possibilities. Inwardly 
we do that by asking ourselves open-ended questions about our goal.  
Externally we employ curiosity by doing research and seeing what has 
come before us.  When we discover some answers, we need courage to 
proceed.  
 
 Courage means using all of our inner and outer resources to move 
toward the expression of our creative idea – despite our fears. Courage 
is required to follow through with determination. It also takes courage to 
let others help when your own courage wanes. The energy that courage 
provides can then be applied to consistency.  
 
 Consistency is about being reliably true to our heart, soul, and 
spirit.  It is about keeping in mind our interests, priorities, and values 
(and in the case of art our aesthetics) and not being swayed by others’ 
opinions and ideas. Consistency is also about showing up at the 
designated time and place, to do the work. The more we approach our 
creative ideas with consistency, the more our confidence, enthusiasm 
and creative energy increases. If done well, consistency evolves into a 
commitment.  
 
 Commitment means making a promise to ourselves and keeping it, 
and developing a “no matter what” ruthless determination. When we 
commit to something, we are affirming our existence, and in turn build 
ego strength and a stronger sense of Self. Once we develop this 
discipline and truly commit to a creative idea – with both our minds and 
our hearts – we will feel empowered and energetically excited, which will 
lead to completion.  
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 Completion occurs when we feel creatively spent with one 
project and can pursue it no further.  Completion comes with its own 
form of energy – often an exhilarated high. No matter how we judge 
the end results, it gives us energy. Then, once again, we return to 
Curiosity, asking:  How can I make the next attempt better? What 
parts can I change? How can I extend what I have learned in this 
project? At this point the whole cycle of the 5 - C’s begins all over 
again with renewed energy.   
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    THE TWO SPIRALS WORK TOGETHER 
TOWARD CREATIVE THOUGHT AND ACTION 

 

 
WHEN THE TWO SPIRALS MERGE THEY 
SUPPORT AND INTENSIFY EACH OTHER  
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THE SPIRALS ARE: 
 ALWAYS EVOLVING 
 ALWAYS EXPANDING – TRANSCENDING AND INCLUDING 

WHAT CAME BEFORE.  
 ALWAYS MOVING TOWARD SELF-AWARENESS 

 

 

MATURE SELF-AWARENESS 
MOVES  US DEEPER, TOWARD 

THE AUTHENTIC SELF: THE HEART, SOUL AND SPIRIT.  
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CO-CREATING A RELATIONSHIP 

 

 WHEN USED IN RELATIONSHIPS THE CREATIVE 

PROCESS AND CREATIVE ENERGY SUPPORT EACH 

OTHER. 

 
 WHEN WE CO-CREATE A RELATIONSHIP (OF ANY KIND), 

TWO SPIRALS CONNECT, ENGAGING AND MAGNIFYING 

THE CREATIVE PROCESS BY BEGINNING WITH 

CURIOSITY. 

 
.  
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CREATIVITY HELPS HEAL 

 
 

BECAUSE CREATIVITY:  
 
  CONVERTS THE LITERAL INTO THE   SYMBOLIC 

 
  THEN THE SYMBOLIC RISES ABOVE THE                                                           

ORDINARY INTO THE ARCHETYPAL AND 
MYSTICAL.  
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GROWING A CREATIVE HABIT  
IN FOUR STEPS 

 
 

1. BEGIN WITH SMALL GOALS.  
Decide on a plan, a schedule, or a routine defining what your 
goals are. Make sure to begin small and easy, and gradually 
increase your goals.  
 
2. FIND SUPPORT WHEN NEEDED. If you feel stuck, a 
support system can help. You will be more motivated if you 
find a friend, family member or hire a coach/mentor with 
common interests and skills. It is also helpful to take classes 
or find a support group for encouragement and knowledge. If 
you don’t know of any group look up Meetup.com for events 
in your area.  
 
3. NEVER JUDGE YOURSELF OR YOUR PROGRESS.  
Progress is never linear. It is more like a roller coaster. 
Some days everything feels good and right and other days 
nothing seems to work. Don’t let others’ opinions deter you. 
If they give you advice, take what fits and let the rest go.  
 
4. GIVE YOURSELF A REWARD. 
After each successful session give yourself a reward.  These 
rewards can be very small like: allowing yourself to watch 
your favorite TV show, going for a walk with your partner, 
calling a friend, or having a cup of tea. 
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When you have had a number of successes 
you will feel terrific, because what you are doing 
resonates with your true spirit.  When something 
feels right, our hearts, souls and spirits, we want 
more. That’s when a healthy habit is born. 
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EXERCISE:  
(I am using creating a painting as an example, but choose an area of interest that 
works for you and apply it to the process.) 
 
STEP ONE - CURIOSITY:  Define something you would like to create, and list 
your questions. Using painting as an example: What is the subject?  What 
medium will I work in? What colors will I use? How large will it be? (There could 
be many more.) Write down your questions and then your answers.  
 
STEP TWO – COURAGE:  Remember an incident in your history that took a lot 
of courage to do, but despite that you felt successful. You are still that same 
person. Remember how you felt then and imagine embodying that same feeling 
in your current situation. Then take the first step. (No one will see the outcome 
unless you want them to.) In the example of doing a painting, get a large sheet of 
paper and tempera paint. Choose your colors and make spontaneous marks with 
the brush of your choice. Don’t think, just paint.  
 
STEP THREE - CONSISTENCY Choose a time of day when you are aware of 
heightened creativity. Then decide on the how many days, and which days you 
want to engage in this activity. Then think of these times/days as appointments 
with yourself and mark it on your calendar.  It is important to dutifully show up for 
those appointments for one month. Afterward write about your experience i.e. 
how you feel about what you did.   
 
STEP FOUR - COMMITMENT: Our first commitment is always to ourselves. If 
you worked on a painting from 9 – 11:00 for three mornings each week and had 
a good experience, commit to doing it regularly for an extended period of time.  
Think of it as sacred time. Given the results of the previous exercise, what 
promise would you like to make to yourself?  Who else is involved in this 
commitment? If I am making a painting, I might commit to create a painting of a 
sunset. And, I might also promise myself to put a picture of it on Face book, or 
show it to some friends, or give it as a gift.    
 
STEP FIVE - COMPLETION:  Once you have completed these five steps do a 
“victory lap.” Celebrate your success, remembering that “success” is merely 
about completion. It’s not about the quality of the product, as you judge it.  Given 
that any completion is a success, it might be necessary to first ask yourself the 
questions: Does it feel okay to applaud myself?  How have I celebrated my 
successes in the past?  How would I like to celebrate it now?  
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ABOUT CAROL 

 

Carol K. Walsh is an artist, writer, psychotherapist and personal coach, who 
views all aspects of life through a creative lens. It doesn't matter what form 
creativity takes, whether it's drawing, painting, writing, or building a business, 
creativity is everywhere. For Carol, the final product or outcome is not as 
important as the process, which to her is grounding, energizing, and healing.  
 
Painting Life: My Creative Journey Through Trauma is Walsh's fourth book; 
she is also the author of Break Through: Coping Skills for Chaotic Times, 
Designing for Weaving (a book for fiber artists) and The Art of Awakening 
Spirit.  
 
Carol lives in Maryland with her husband, Tom, and is the proud mother of two 
daughters and four grandchildren. Discover more at:                   
http://www.ckwalsh.com 

Painting Life: My Creative Journey Through Trauma is published by: She Writes 
Press and distributed by IPS.                   ISBN no: ISBN: 978-1-63152-099-0 

Publicist: Joanne McCall:  office 503-642-4191,   joanne@joannemccall.net 

http://www.ckwalsh.com/

